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JUST CAVALLI EYEWEAR

Inspired by the music of the Studio 54, the world’s most famous New York nightclub from 70’s
to 90’s, the JC77S-01A cat-eye, is enriched by glamour metal studs set on the corner of the
front and special glitter acetate, combined with trendy cosmetic lenses.

This unisex clubmaster JC778S0-01V shape with softly rounded circles, is characterized by
acetate frame detailed with metal at the bottom and associated with light blue cosmetic
lenses.
ROBERTO CAVALLI EYEWEAR

Heritage met modernity and essentiality.
Acetate cat-eye shape RC5021 delicately created thanks to a multilayer concept. Apparently
clean metal temple included an high design in terms of surface. Tapered profiles in the center
change, increasing at the limbs and elegant head’s snake for an iconic touch.

RC1046_32W - Astonishing interpretation and fusion of different world: art, precious jewelry
and structured design. Contrasting unisex pilot shape with extremely feminine details for an
impactful appeal. Sophisticated leather, precious stones and metal worked with diamond effect
create an unique and unmistakable proposal of design. The double bridge become an
architectural detail that enhances the beauty of an artistic masterpiece.

SWAROVSKI EYEWEAR

The wide cat-eye acetate shape SK0127 seduces with its personality. The silhouette is
enhanced by bold acetate temples which are covered with Swarovski crystal drops that shine
the overall look.

TOM FORD EYEWEAR

The strong spirit of the TF5401 unisex model is created by metal clip-on sunglass lenses,
which can be attached directly to the acetate optical frames.

MARCOLIN GROUP
Marcolin, among the worldwide leading companies in the eyewear industry, stands out for the pursuit of excellence,
the continuous innovation and the unique ability to faithfully combine design and Italian craftsmanship with the DNA of
each brand.
The brand portfolio includes: Tom Ford, Balenciaga, Moncler, Ermenegildo Zegna, Agnona, Montblanc, Roberto Cavalli,
Tod's, Emilio Pucci, Swarovski, Dsquared2, Diesel, Just Cavalli, Covergirl, Kenneth Cole, Timberland, Guess, Gant,
Harley-Davidson, Marciano, Catherine Deneuve, Skechers, Bongo, Candie’s, Rampage, Viva, Savvy, Marcolin, National
and Web.
In 2015, the company sold about 14,3 million eyeglasses.
www.marcolin.com

